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Bits In Glass’ Clinical Trials Intake (CTI) application is a complete framework that
coordinates the various intake, regulatory, legal and feasibility considerations of a clinical
trial into a simple tracking system. Built from the ground up with a modular design, CTI is
easily configurable and can be tailored to match any existing intake process with
pre-built interactions for regulatory compliance, regulatory and operational checklists,
legal negotiation, document management and has room to add more.

WHAT IS AN APPIAN ACCELERATOR?
An Appian Accelerator is an application that covers the core functionality for a particular
business function. It provides Appian customers with a “running head start” so they can
expect to complete their Appian implementation in much less time than starting from
scratch. Appian Accelerators reduce risk, reduce implementation timelines and delivery
applications that deliver ROI faster.
The best part about Appian Accelerators is that customers can still overlay their specific
business needs or “secret sauce” on top of an Appian Accelerator by working with our team
of domain experts and Appian technical consultants.
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CLINICAL TRIAL INTAKE APPLICATION
When starting a clinical trial, clinicians need to intake patients quickly and our CTI
application eliminates the need for spreadsheets, organizes the all of required onboarding
tasks, and notifies key stakeholders automatically. CTI allows multiple departments to
collaborate on documents and receive important notifications instantly so staff can get to
work on meeting the needed legal, financial, or regulatory requirements.

ACCELERATOR BENEFITS & FEATURES
Benefits

Features & Functionality

Tailor any existing clinical trial intake
process with pre-built interactions for:

 Quickly intake patients with flexible and

 Regulatory compliance

 Assign and collaborate on

 Regulatory & operational checklists
 Legal negotiation
 Document management

configurable dynamic case management
cross-departmental tasks using access
portals for departmental specific tasks,
including sending notifications to
departments
(ie: Legal, Financial and Regulatory)

 Easily find and control intake files using
document management capabilities

 Track user interactions and activity with
configurable auditing and reporting

 Highlight and anticipate potential
resource constraints and bottlenecks
with visual resource forecasting

ABOUT BITS IN GLASS

Bits In Glass (BIG) is an award-winning software consulting firm helping companies
outpace the competition, drive rapid growth, and deliver superior customer value through
technology. Since partnering with Appian in 2008, we’ve continuously delivered exceptional
business value to our clients. Our employees are Appian certified and have gone through an
extensive internal training program, which is reflected in our A-Scores.
Bits In Glass provides services in Canada and the United States with offices in Edmonton,
Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Denver, and Dallas.

CONTACT US

Join other leading organizations in making Bits In Glass a preferred partner.
sales@bitsinglass.com | 1-888-336-4484 | bitsinglass.com/Appian

